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Abstract— Internet develops keen on more popular in the day
to day activities of user’s. In current years online social
networks (OSN) also increased rapidly. The users know how
to communicate and share their views and content through
online social networking services. The portion between the
users is supposed to be several types of content like image,
audio, video etc. The mainly significant draw-back of these
Online Social Networking (OSN) armed forces is the lack of
isolation for the user’s own classified space. The users can’t
have the ability to direct control to prevent the undesired
communication post on their individual private walls. Online
Social Networks (OSN) becomes an inner part of many
people life today. So Online Social Networks (OSN) should
be extremely secured to prevent the individual’s privacy. Up
to now the Online Social Network (OSN) provides the
security events are incomplete. To filter the unwanted
messages, in this paper we proposed an enhanced filtering
system by using Firewall learning technique based on a
content filtering.
Key words: Machine Firewall Techniques, Online Social
Networks (OSN), Short Text Classifier, Filtered Wall,
Filtering Rules and Black List
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the majority interactive medium to communicate
with others is online social network. In online social
networking information or content will be communal
between the users, the type of contents are audio, video,
image. Therefore in Online Social Networks (OSN), present
is likelihood of posting unwanted content on particular
public/private area, called in universal walls. In this paper
we are mainly focus on the text based messages. OSN
provide very less amount of refuge in posting the unwanted
messages. Ability of a user to automatically control the
Messages written on the user wall, by filtering added
communication will be termed as information filtering [1].
Firewall learning [FL] text classification technique is also
used in our planned system, to routinely assign the short text
based on the content. This technique has completed in steps,
by with short text classifier technique we stand for the text,
Firewall learning based classification, radial foundation
function network. Second step is of filtering rules and black
list management. To finish black list is included. Automatic
system called filter wall is used to filter unwanted
communication from client wall. Content base message
filter is supported in the planned system but is not supported
to existing system. Two level classifications are performed.
Short post is categorized as neutral and Non-neutral in first
level called soft categorization. Neutral post are classify in
second stage called hard category. In proposed system
blacklist rule is implemented, it can be alleged as user who
station the messages will be kept in black list for particular

period of time, and spam tab also implemented. By using
this rule, OSN is providing more security.
II. RELATED WORKS
In the related work we are going to discuss the recent
methods over the content-based filtering in Online Social
Networking (OSN).Macro Vanetti, Elena Ferrari, and
Moreno Carullo [1] In this paper provides the user to have a
straight rule over their own private wall to avoid the
unwanted messages. The main aim of this paper is, users
have a straight control over messages posted on their own
private space. So we are using the automated system called
Filtered wall (FW), which have a capacity to filter unwanted
messages .This system will blocks only the unwanted
messages send by the user. Drawback of this paper is user
will not be blocked; only the content posted by the user will
block .content based message filtering and short text
classification support by this system. L. Roy and
R.J.Mooney [13] uses mutual filtering method, but in our
proposed system content based filtering is used. It explains
the content based book proposal system that develops
information pulling out and machine learning technique for
text categorization. B. Carminative, M.vanetti, E.ferrari,
M.Craullo [7] In this paper the system can generally take
decision about the message which is blocked, dude to the
acceptance depends up on statistical information. Bodicev
and M.Sokolova [5] classification of text put in complex and
specific terminology; need the application of learning
process. Fractional Matching method is applied which
shrink the text for confining the text characteristic.
Fractional matching develops a language model. The output
of fractional matching compression provides consistent care
of text classification J.Colbeck [6] Social network is the
common concentration group in network. To make the faith
many explanations are required. Two level approaches are
stated to combine gloss, trust and origin. We state an
algorithm for concluding trust relationship with origin
information and trust gloss in web social network. Film trust
application is introduced which uses trust to movie ranking
and ordering the review. We consider film trust give the
good crop.
M.Carullo, E.Binaghi, and I. Gallo [8] clustering of
document is helpful in many field. Two categories of
clustering general purpose and text tilting, these both will be
used for clustering of information. Novel heuristic online
document clustering is predictable, which is proficient in
clustering of text tilting parallel measures. Presentation
measure is done in F-measure, and then it will be
counterpart up with other methods. The result will indicate
the power of proposed system.
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A. Content-based Filtering in On-line Social Networks
In the last years, On-line Social Networks (OSNs) have
become a popular interactive medium to communicate,
share and disseminate a considerable amount of human life
information. Daily and continuous communication implies
the exchange of several types of content, including free text,
image, audio and video data. The huge and dynamic
character of these data creates the premise for the
employment of web content mining strategies aimed to
automatically discover useful information dormant within
the data and then provide an active support in complex and
sophisticated tasks involved in social networking analysis
and management. A main part of social network content is
constituted by short text, a notable example are the
messages permanently written by OSN users on particular
public/private areas, called in general walls.
The aim of the present work is to propose and
experimentally evaluate an automated system, called
Filtered Wall (FW), able to filter out unwanted messages
from social network user walls. The key idea of the
proposed system is the support for content based user
preferences. This is possible thank to the use of a Machine
Learning (ML) text categorization procedure [21] able to
automatically assign with each message a set of categories
based on its content. We believe that the proposed strategy
is a key service for social networks in that in today social
networks users have little control on the messages displayed
on their walls. For example, Facebook allows users to state
who is allowed to insert messages in their walls (i.e.,
friends, friends of friends, or defined groups of friends).
However, no content-based preferences are supported. For
instance, it is not possible to prevent political or vulgar
messages. In contrast, by means of the proposed mechanism,
a user can specify what contents should not be displayed on
his/her wall, by specifying a set of filtering rules
However, the problem of applying content-based
filtering on the varied contents exchanged by users of social
networks has received up to now few attention in the
scientific community. One of the few examples in this
direction is the work by Boykin and Roychowdhury [3] that
proposes an automated anti-spam tool that, exploiting the
properties of social networks, can recognize unsolicited
commercial e-mail, spam and messages associated with
people the user knows. However, it is important to note that
the strategy just mentioned does not exploit ML contentbased techniques. The advantages of using ML filtering
strategies over ad-hoc knowledge engineering approaches
are a very good effectiveness, flexibility to changes in the
domain and portability in differ applications. However
difficulties arise in finding an appropriate set of features by
which to represent short, grammatically ill formed sentences
and in providing a consistent training set of manually
classified text. Focusing on the OSN domain, interest in
access control and privacy protection is quite recent. As far
as privacy is concerned, current work is mainly focusing on
privacy-preserving data mining techniques, that is,
protecting information related to the network, i.e.,
relationships/nodes, while performing social network
analysis [4]. Work more related to our proposals are those in
the field of access control. In this field,many different access
control models and related mechanisms have been proposed
so far (e.g., [5, 23, 1, 9]), which mainly differ on the

expressivity of the access control policy language and on the
way access control is enforced (e.g., centralized vs.
decentralized). Most of these models express access control
requirements in terms of relationships that the requestor
should have with the resource owner. We use a similar idea
to identify the users to which a filtering rule applies.
However, the overall goal of our proposal is completely
different, since we mainly deal with filtering of unwanted
contents rather than with access control. As such, one of the
key ingredients of our system is the availability of a
description for the message contents to be exploited by the
filtering mechanism as well as by the language to express
filtering rules.
In contrast, no one of the access control models
previously cited exploit the content of the resources to
enforce access control. We believe that this is a fundamental
difference. Moreover, the notion of blacklists and their
management are not considered by any of these access
control model.
B. Problem Definition
In the present OSN systems blocking of user is for lifetime.
We overcome this Problem by using Proposed System. In
our system we plan to block the user for particular time
period and also send notification to them who posted on
wall. The application of content-based filtering on messages
posted on OSN user walls poses further challenges given the
short length of those messages apart from the broad range of
topics that may be mentioned. Short text categorization has
received up to currently little attention. Recent work
highlights difficulty in shaping strong options, basically as a
result of the very fact that the description of the short text is
fragile, with several misspellings, non standard lexis. Our
work is additionally motivate by the various accesses
management models and connected policy languages and
social control mechanisms that are projected to date for
OSNs since filtering shares many similarities with access
management.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The aspire of the near work is so to suggest and
experimentally assess an automated system, called Filtered
Wall (FW), able to filter unwanted messages from OSN user
walls. We exploit Firewall Learning (FL) text category
techniques to automatically allocate with each short text
message a set of categories based on its content. We insert
the neural model within a hierarchical two level
classification strategy. in addition classification facilities,
the system provides a powerful rule layer exploiting a
flexible language to specify filtering rules (FRS), by which
users can state what contents, should not be displayed on
their walls. FRS can support a variety of different filtering
criteria that can be combined and customized according to
the user needs. More precisely, FRS exploit user profiles,
user relationships as well as the output of the FL
classification process to state the filtering criteria to be
enforced. in addition, the system provides the support for
user-defined black lists (BLS), that is, lists of users that are
temporarily prevented to post any kind of messages on a
user wall and provide the spam tab, here now we allows
page admin to set up a keyword moderation block list and
enable a profanity block list that filters wall posts and
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comments by users into the page wall’s spam tab. Admin
can configure the list from the manage permissions tab of
the page admin interface.
IV. FIREWALL TECHNIQUE
Firewall learning move toward learn from teaching data and
creates classifier for the categorization of new data. The
most important task of text categorization is to assign each
text as a predefined category. The machine learning
classifier learns how to catalog the categories of including
data on the basis of feature extracted from the set of training
data. This short and large text classifier includes tree
structure level based arrangement processes. First level
classifier executes a binary hard classification that labels
message into neutral and non-neutral. The second level
classifier resolve do the flexible divider of non-neutral
messages. Among the variety of models, RBFN model is
selected. RBFN contains a lone hidden sheet of dispensation
units. Commonly used function is Gaussian meaning.
Categorization function is nonlinear, which is the advantage
of RBFN.

Fig. 1: Filtered wall architecture
The major job of Social network manager is to
maintain the relationship and profile management. It will
maintain the data related to the user profiles and the
relationship between (FR) and blacklist (BL).second layer
composed of Content Based Message Filtering (CBMF) and
short text classification is a most important layer.
V. EVALUATION
Content accessible in the message. The CBMF filters the
communication according to the filtering criteria and the
blacklist provide by the user. The support SNAs may in turn
need an extra layer called the Graphical User Interface
(GUIs). According to this references architecture, the future
system is placed in the second and third layers. In particular,
the users interact with the system by means of GUI to set up
and manage their FLs/BLs. As for the Filtered wall
architecture, when the user tries to post a message on a
private wall of his or her contacts in the list it is intercepted
by the filtered wall. Then a short text classifier categories
each messages according to its content and CBMF applies
Filtering Rules and Block list as per the data provided by the
third layer. Based on the result of above steps the message is
published or filtered by FW.

Fig. 2: Cases
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have offered a system to filter undesired messages from
OSN walls. The system exploits a FL flexible classifier to be
relevant customizable content need FRS. Moreover, the
flexibility of the system in terms of filtering options is
improved through the management of BLs. This work is the
first step of a wider project. The early encouraging
consequences we have get on the classification process
prompt us to continue with other work that will aim to
improve the superiority of classification. In particular, future
plans contemplate a deeper investigation on two mutually
dependent tasks. The first concerns the extraction and/ or
selection of contextual features that have been shown to
have a short discriminative power. The second task involves
the learning phase. Since the underlying area is with passion
altering, the album of pre-classified data may not be
spokesperson in the longer term. The present batch
knowledge strategy, based on the beginning collection of the
entire set of labeled data from experts, allowed an accurate
experimental assessment but wants to be evolving to include
new ready requirements. In future work, we arrangement to
address this trouble by examine the use of online learning
paradigms intelligent to include label feedbacks as of users.
in addition, we plan to improve our system with a more
sophisticated approach to decide when a user Should be
inserted into a BL.
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